
 

 

Mari Burke Named 2014 Nonprofit Leader 30 Under 30 Award 

 

ATLANTA (August 28, 2014) — Marianne Burke been recognized as a recipient of a 2014 Nonprofit Leader 

30 Under 30 award. These awards, selected annually as a joint venture of the Georgia Center for Nonprofits and 

Young Nonprofit Professionals Network of Atlanta, are given to Georgia nonprofit professionals under 30 years 

of age who have already made a significant impact in their communities by exhibiting outstanding leadership, 

innovation, and commitment to their communities through their work.  

 

Burke is a Counselor at The Community School, a nonprofit organization that serves adolescents and young 

adults with Autism Spectrum Disorder and related challenges. The Community School (TCS) helps students 

and young adults reach the goals that are right for them, including finishing high school, attending college, 

building friendships, learning independence skills, and much more.  

 

“Mari's attunement to the families she supports and her commitment to the strengthening of the organization 

make her an incredible asset,” said Dave Nelson, Founder and Executive Director of TCS. “She is a mature 

professional at a young age.”  

 

“At GCN, we know that the future of our sector rides on the wave of young leadership,” said Karen Beavor, 

president and CEO of the Georgia Center for Nonprofits. “We’re dedicated to celebrating and supporting them 

– through recognition for their outstanding contributions and with professional development and network-

building opportunities though initiatives like ‘30 Under 30.’” 

 

“In national surveys, young nonprofit professionals consistently point to limited opportunities for professional 

development and burn-out as primary factors that hinder their work or even cause them to leave the sector,” said 

Molly Friesenborg, Board Chair of YNPN Atlanta. “YNPN Atlanta provides opportunities like the Nonprofit 

Leader 30 Under 30 Awards to recognize outstanding young leaders and provide them with the professional 

development and the supportive, diverse networks they need to make meaningful change in their communities.” 

 

Winners will be recognized at an exclusive September event at MailChimp, part of GCN's week of Nonprofit 

Field Trips, where they will meet with a panel of young nonprofit CEOs and alumni of the 30 Under 30 Awards 

program. They will also receive recognition at the YNPN Atlanta NextGen Breakfast in October at The 

Commerce Club, where they will have in-depth conversations with some of Atlanta’s top nonprofit 

professionals.  
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